CROWS ZOOM IN ON OUR GARBAGE, DIRT

Our unhygienic practices have contributed to their burgeoning population, writes VEENA BABULAL

SURVIVORS of crows zooming in the Indian subcontinent are all of us. Hedges, shrubs, and trees are their playground.

There is a distinct call, a feathery chirping, as the birds flit from one spot to another, screeching and squawking.

Sri Lanka is not different.

Crows are known to be opportunistic feeders.

Visitors often find their way to female crows, corn-fed in the open fields, a common sight in rural areas.

As they are bright birds, they

This is the only method of controlling their numbers, but it is not the solution to the problem.

They are known to be aggressive, particularly during the breeding season, when they are territorial.

Crows are known to be aggressive, particularly during the breeding season, when they are territorial. They can be found in urban areas, particularly in parks and gardens.

In conclusion, crows are a problem that needs to be addressed.
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